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About This Game

Guide Baby Bee through beautiful locations on a quest to get all the flowers with the minimum effort.

Earn stars to make new bees and unlock levels and accessories!

Embark on an epic journey through the awesome vastness of nature!

Meet crazy characters in your journey, find out if they are friend or foe!

Baby Bee introduces an original game play dynamic with a simple set of rules that evolves into increasingly complex puzzles. An
experience that is easy for a child to understand but challenging even for a rocket scientist to solve.
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Tres bonne ambiance!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NP5bn4Rgxiw
. its really great but dear god make the third boss not so hard...its really too much it alsmots makes me not want to play after 2
hours of hitting the same boos and dying 446 times. A tilting high-speed legend that is ruined by stingy virgin not liscencing
their livery, still worth getting.. Its beautiful and quite fun. Try it out. I was just forced to switch from Windows 7 to Windows
10, and with that move went my ad-free solitaire game. I still had SHENZHEN installed despite already 100% the achievements
so I decided to try it as a replacement. I'm a writer, okay, and I need my solitaire while I think things over (or just procrastinate on
my wordcount, whatever.)

That was a little under two weeks ago, started with 104 wins and now I'm at 4x that many. The lack of undo mechanism combined
with the three suit deck of cards makes this version of solitaire a very zenlike way to spend your time, and once you get into the
rhythm you really don't need all of your focus to get through the each hand.

I absolutely recommend this game to anyone looking for a solitaire varient that either replaces the crazed ugliness of what Windows
10 gives us now, or even just wanting something new to occupy your brain stem. It's simple, it's easy to run, it's cheap, and if the
devs want to make more card games for us then I shouldn't be the only one willing to jump on that pony and ride it, wink wink
nudge nudge.. We tried our best to find some redeeming features for the this game. We struggled.
On the plus side though...decent stab at atmospheric music. Plus, where else can you throw stone snail marbles. Kudos for that one.

I will recommend this game just because it is 80% off......but dont blame me if you waste \u00a31.39.

PS where the hell was the sword?
. Edit: a year later
---------------------------------
abandoned game. Zero progress since release. full of bugs and half implimented game play.
---------------------------------

It is a Fun Game with good graphics, but still in beta.
It has great possiblities.

Short version:
Gameplay is simular to banished, but without any difficutly. Like zero.
None to little replay value
Single Player mode (Campaign), which is actually a tutorial. Only takes an one hour to beat.
Beta Quality (missing text, villagers stop working and fall through the ground, animals and people say they are attacking but do not.
And many many others)
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Surprisingly not bad.

If you like the Touhou characters and Wizardrylikes, this is basically for you.
If you don't much care for Touhou but still like Wizardry, it's still got some appeal.

It's more along the lines of Elminage than a hardcore standalone series - that is, it takes the basic mechanics from the early Wiz
games and adapts them with some QoL features - and adds a bunch of hit-and-miss humor and cutesy art. The game itself plays
quite well, and while I wouldn't reccommend it for people looking for the next Grimoire, it will definitely fill a void if you've
already played through games like Unlimited Adventures, Labyrinth of Refrain and the like.

Plus the price is very reasonable.. Its a great game! Its kinda like dungeon keeper. Or rimworld, etc. And they just put out a
awesome update.. Fun Late-80s-Arcade style SHMUP. The game's got a bit of a slow start, but once you get into it, it's got some
pretty clever enemy design, cool bosses, and a really nice Sega Genesis-ey soundtrack.. This game is scary as ♥♥♥♥. First its a
little scary and then you're so ♥♥♥♥ing tall that you're in the ceiling and by the last doll you are throwing your headset off and
screaming like a 5 year old girl who just soiled herself. 10/10. would recommend :D. A single concept, but it has charm and fun
that actually makes it worth the buy.

FULL REVIEW: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=gMQ6jEc4zMQ. Seemed like a fun casual game so I bought it. It turned
out to be a fun casual game. Only problem is, it's broken. Using a good portion of weapons will cause horrible stuttering (no
matter the machine you're running it on). Bug was reported almost a month ago but wasn't fixed or even acknowledged by the
devs, so no, I don't recommend this one to anyone in the current state.. The fact that this game is level based already disqualifies
it from being a "metroidvania" game as the developers like to claim. the controls are smooth, the momentum makes sense, but if
an enemy hits you, you can get sent back into a crevice with no way of getting out.

As a whole, I do feel this game is fun, but they suckered me in by saying it was a metroidvania style game which is such a
blatant lie that I will no longer trust the devs of this game.. I don't ordinarily write reviews for much, but these thoughts needed
to be let out.

Funk Unplugged is a fresh take on a classic concept. The controls are tight and the camera angles are right (which is usually my
pet peeve in a game like this, but it nailed it), which sets the scene for a lot of fun antics to be had while stunting around those G-
Bots. I've already found myself compulsively scouring every corner of every level for those Jolts, Golden Records, and swag for
Ampy, the avatar. The avatar customization is so diverse that my Ampy has been everything from a Viking to a Old Man, and
most recently and flaming amp with a backwards baseball cap.

The developer's passion and appreciation for 3d platformers shines through in this game. If you like 3D Platformers you will
like this game.. Loved it...As a piece of sit, watch suspense it is great. Ran it through with friends a few times and considering
the price good value for money.. The season pass levels are great and the characters are fun but I don't get why the Civil War
pack and The Ant Man pack aren't included in this dlc...
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